RECENT FREEDOM STUDIES HAVE PORTRAYED CIVIL RIGHTS and Black Power as equally significant and interrelated stages of struggle. This view, central to the "long civil rights movement" outlook, helped correct an earlier tendency to artificially segment black protest outlooks and strategies. Overemphasis on continuity, however, may obscure the extent to which the "new black nationalism"-the renaissance that provided Black Power's intellectual and cultural impetuses-represented genuine political innovation.
1 One solution to this interpretive dilemma lies in our willingness to transcend distorted readings of the role of black nationalism in African American life.
2 We must resist the myth of nationalism as the creed of the disaffected fringe while rejecting the fantasy of nationalism as subterranean religion. When we accept integrationism and nationalism as more dualistic than dichotomous, acknowledging that neither is more intrinsic to African American realities than the other, and recognizing the powerful currents of consciousness that flow from creative tension between the two, we will better understand black political culture and the evolution of black insurgency.
Such insight demands candid assessment of the breadth of the nationalist revival that swept African American communities after the mid-1960s. Though rising militancy and shifting tactics cannot be attributed to black nationalism alone, legions of rank-and-file black Americans appropriated nationalist discourse while rethinking the nature of citizenship and freedom. Black Power in its broadest conception 4 represented a groundswell of ideas and activities designed to infuse blackness with radical possibility. Black insistence on self-definition, selfdetermination, and self-defense reflected strong elements of alienation-from the platitudes of liberal democracy, the conscience of white America, and the goodwill of the federal government. The richness of African American intellectual and cultural production also signaled a measure of optimism, an audacious belief that, armed with an array of new or revamped theories and approaches, black people could exercise genuine power within the United States and on the world stage. Far more than a retreat to narrow identity politics, Black Power unleashed a surge of creative energy that emboldened African Americans, enlarging the political repertoires of even those who eschewed its separatist or revolutionary implications.
As we guard against viewing Black Power as a politics of despair, we must also avoid portraying the movement as static or ideologically homogeneous, or as the property of elite theorists who bestowed fully formed ideas upon the people. Black Power heralded a popular awakening. Black nationalism's rebirth as a dominant idiom of black expression compelled the African American masses to confront its myriad principles and themes. Nonideologues and nonelites theorized, improvised, and amended Black Power concepts at the grassroots, writing an assertive new chapter of struggle in their homes, neighborhoods, workplaces, and schools. An expansive view of Black Power must unearth the movement's democratic character, demonstrating how aspects of nationalist thought proved relevant to the everyday strivings of African Americans and thus garnered wide support in black communities.
The complexity of black ambitions offers one explanation. In the Black Power era, as in earlier periods, African Americans faced the task of fulfilling the promise of human universalism (redeeming the American democratic creed) while reinventing the politics of racial difference (affirming a positive black particularity). They did so in a time of sharply rising expectations and evolving demands, as shifts in the nation's political economy, the deepening isolation of black communities, and ideological growth inspired the reworking of ongoing efforts to achieve racial justice. The 1960s complicated the African American condition of "double-consciousness," fostering a sense of dual citizenship that affirmed the values of black distinctiveness and solidarity while redefining black attempts to participate fully in American life.
5
That dynamic profoundly shaped African American educational thought. The arena of education demonstrates how attempts to reform deteriorating institutions and social services in black communities creatively drew on Black Power ideas. Such campaigns included demands for integration, an objective that even in Black Power's heyday remained vital to the pursuit of privileges reserved for white children. African American educational struggles revealed the influence of a pragmatic black nationalism that sometimes complemented integrationist efforts,
